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President’s Report
President: Sarah Gilbert

The pandemic has once again seen many disruptions
our daily lives and to caving around the country.
Despite months of stay-at-home orders for some and
ongoing restrictions to access many caving areas,
exciting caving trips and workshops have still happened
and people have made the most of interstate travel
when possible. SUSS and NUCC both enjoyed
temporarily opened borders for wet and fun trips to
Tasmania, Bullita and Kimberley expeditions finally
went ahead this year, and the Ceduna Conference
organising team popped over to WA to check out caves
for future field trips. It has also been fantastic to see an
increase in interclub participation and communication
this year, with wider advertising of trips via Facebook
and online.
There have been several inter-organisation rescue
training exercises in both northern and southern
Tasmania with interstate participation where possible.
The WA cave rescue exercise and workshop also went
ahead in Exmouth in August as planned despite Covid
restrictions. Thank you to Ian Collette for organising
the event and persevering despite last minute changes.
Although less than half the original participants could
attend in person, many were still able to join the
workshops online. Luckily Brian, our ACRC
Commissioner, had the foresight to leave NSW before
the Covid outbreak.
Unfortunately, no restrictions have been placed on the
threats to caves and karst areas with many
conservation issues arising this year – in areas including
Kosciuszko National Park, Yarrangobilly, Mt Etna and
the Nullarbor. Clare Buswell, our Conservation
Commissioner, has been working hard with many of
our members around the country to write submissions
to protect the unique values of these areas. Thank you
to everyone who’s been involved.
Caves Australia continues to be an excellent read with
interesting articles and photos. CA issue #215 was a
celebration of female cavers guest-edited by Sil Ianello
and featured articles about some of our amazing
women, from those just starting caving to others with
over 60 years of experience.
The 2020 KCF Bushfire Appeal fund raising has been
put to use this year on Kangaroo Island (SA Speleo
Council) Yarrangobilly (HCG), Jenolan (SUSS) and
Bendethera (ISS). There is more work to be done in
many bushfire-affected areas including most recently
at Margaret River.

Following on from last year’s development of the ASF
Media guidelines, small-group media training
workshops were held online facilitated by Kelly
Brennan in May & June. The two workshops: on
Positive Promotion (attended by Clare Buswell, Cathie
Plowman, Corey Hanrahan, Sarah Gilbert) & Crisis
Management (Brian Evans, Alan Jackson, Paul
Osbourne, Corey Hanrahan, Sarah Gilbert) provided a
valuable space to discuss and practice scenarios.
2021 was the UIS International Year of Caves and Karst
(IYCK), with Australia’s opening event featuring the
premier of Sil Ianello’s Adapted to the Dark
documentary about cave crickets. There was also an
Art Competition jointly organized by ACKMA, ASF and
NZ Speleological Society (NZSS) which attracted over 50
entrants. Congratulations to Leah Miller, Sil Ianello,
John Oxley and Peter McNabb for their winning entries
and thank you to Ledlenser for their generous
sponsorship. Other planned events such as Caves Week
had to be postponed due to Covid restrictions.
Fortunately, IYCK has been extended into 2022 with
more events planned next year.
Tim Moulds and Jill Rowling have been appointed as
Australia’s new representative to the UIS. A big thank
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you to Nicholas White and Grace Matts who undertook
this role for many years.
The ASF’s links with ACKMA were strengthened this
year, with a formal MOU of mutual support between
our organisations along with the great collaboration
with the Art Competition. We look forward to working
more closely with both ACKMA and NZSS in the future.
The ASF Executive has continued to meet online with 6
meetings held this year with ongoing progress towards:
planned website redesign; updating Codes &
Guidelines (MICC, Caving Code of Ethics & Scientific
MICC); KCF and ASF bequest information pack; refining
the new ASF logo with feedback from members; and
planning towards changes to the structure of KCF and

ASF within the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits
Commission (ACNC). Progress had also continued to be
made towards the ASF’s Strategic Plan including Library
cataloging, ASF rebranding & Business Plan. A review
was facilitated by Steve Milner in October, which has
helped the Executive reset priorities for both short and
longer term.
Neither the ASF nor our Clubs could function without
the huge amount of time and energy everyone puts in
to making caving happen in your local area and
nationally. Thank you to more than 40 individuals who
directly volunteer for the ASF through the Executive,
Commissions and Committees, plus the ASF delegates
from each club that keep our Federation going.

Treasurer’s Report
Treasurer: Bob Kershaw
ASF Accounts
Briefly: The audit showed that the Federation had an
overall deficit of $12 997 produced by the KCF having a
deficit of $21 939 and the ASF having a surplus of
$8 942 as at 31/8/2021.
Income
Items of note that have increased the income
compared to previous years.
1. These clubs did not pay their fees in the FY201920: CEGSA, CWSS, and CLinc. These late fees were
paid in 2020/21 and provided a “boost” to this
year’s membership income
2. The ASF (KCF) received just over $1 777 ($542) in
interest in the last FY. This is shown differently in
the table in the appendix due to accrual method
of accounting. Income from bank interest will
decrease further in future as interest rates fall to
record low levels for Term Deposits of 0.25–0.4%.
3. Rimstone Cooperative paid their final loan
repayment of $5 000, adding another “boost” to
this year’s income.

1. The Executive continue to approve the rental of a
storage unit for the archives and library in Wyong
(Gosford region) where the library is being held on
a long term, but temporary, basis.
2. The Grants Commission had no grants in 2020/21
and this will be carried over to 21/22. So this in
effect is another “boost” to the income for this
year.
3. Interest from the ASF General funds was allocated
for the accounts we hold in ‘trust’ for the NSW
Speleo Council, Helictite and the legacy accounts.
4. The Caves Australia printing and postage
expenditure of some 120 hard copies continue to
be a major item of expenditure subsidised by all
members and our reserves. This should be
reduced from January 2022 as we move to only
electronic editions in the future or a cost recovery
basis if hard copies are continued to be sent to
those 120 or so members.
5. The full year cost of the rent of a storage facility
for the library is not included in the expenditure
accounts as they are prepayments. This increased
the surplus of the ASF accounts shown in the
Appendix.

Expenditure
There were ‘exceptional’ costs in the FY2020-2021 and
some items that have had no expenditure:

6. The Executive met online on a bi-monthly basis
since September 2020 and will meet online in
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future, except when Council meetings are again
face-to-face, thus saving thousands of dollars.

2. All Helictite funds have now been transferred to
the ASF accounts and held in separate ‘accounts’
within the ASF accounts.

Helictite
1. There was expenditure on yearly software licences
of $343 and on the audit certificate of $30 and
income of $0.

See Appendix 2 and Appendix 3 for the Financial
Statements & Auditors’ Report.

Photo Don Matthews
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The ASF Karst Conservation Fund
Nicholas White

Photo Don Matthews

ASF Inc. is a registered Environmental Organisation
recognised by the Department of Environment and
Energy and is entitled under the Income Tax and
assessment Act 1997 to receive tax deductible
donations. ASF's Karst Conservation Fund receives taxdeductible donations to provide financial support for
projects relating to ASF's conservation and
environmental objectives.
A number of projects approved from the Bushfire
Landscape Appeal are still on hold or delayed due
travel restrictions imposed by State Governments due
to the COVID-2019 pandemic. There are a number of
other projects listed and discussed below.



Assessing the impact of a major bushfire on the
Yarrangobilly West Deep Creek doline and cave
environments, and documenting the natural
recovery process Highland Caving Group (HCG).
Further exploration has been undertaken in the
cave. A report for Caves Australia is expected
shortly. The discovery and exploration of the Y395 entrance remains one of the most exciting
new caves in NSW for some years.



Investigation into the Habitat Use and Nightly
Foraging Flight Activity of the Southern Bent-wing
Bat (SBWB).
PhD project, Amanda Bush,
University of Adelaide. This project has just been
approved. Funding is for support which proposes
using Global Positioning System (GPS) tags
together with VHF transponders to attach to bats.
These weigh 1.4g and trials have shown the bats
can be safely tagged, but they need recapture to
download data.

The Fund is facing challenges such as improving its
fundraising effectiveness to continue the many projects
which are being funded or those in the pipeline. The
Executive and Fund are working through a transfer
from the Department of Environment due to a
requirement of transferring to registration with the
Charities and Not-for-Profits Commission with the
Department of Finance oversight.

Earlier research demonstrated that caving in caves
with lots of bats should be undertaken with red
light rather than white lights to minimise the
disturbance. This project is into its second year
and is providing vital information on the foraging
range and heights. Nightly foraging ranges of
60km and return is new information relevant to
the siting of wind turbines.

Current Projects


Bushfire assessment of Bendethra Karst Area
(Illawarra Speleological Society) – project on hold
until access permitted.



Bushfire assessment of Diving Caves at Jenolan for
changes (Sydney University Speleological Society
for ASF Cave Diving Group NSW) – project on hold
until access permitted.



Thampana Cave, Nullarbor Plain, WA Track
Marking Project. Sydney University Speleological
Society on behalf of a number of cavers
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associated with a mapping project involving new
discoveries in the cave. The track marking is to
protect delicate areas with features such as
“coffee and cream”.
Some expenditure has been incurred on track
marking materials but the project is ongoing.


Vulnerability of Australian bats to white-nose
syndrome. This is a Linkage Project applied for by
Dr Chris Turbill of Western Sydney University. It
has been approved (November 2020).
This project will be supported over the next three
years and there have been advertisements for
PhD students.





Cave Animal of the Year. This project is supported
by the KCF. The 2021 cave animal is the Cave
Cricket, and the 2022 cave animal is the Ghost Bat
(Macroderma gigas) which has recently been
announced. This project has the KCF support and
is an initiative which Cathie Plowman is committed
to.
www.caveanimaloftheyear.org.au



put together a Kangaroo Island Bushfire recovery
project. Much of the area around Kelly Hill caves
was devastated and the cave records held by the
Parks Service were destroyed in the bushfire. This
project is currently in progress.

The South Australian Speleological Council put
together a Kangaroo Island Bushfire recovery
project. The South Australian Speleological Council

A new project on Cave Cricket research. This
project will re-examine the cave cricket species in
Australia as well as exploring the population
parameters and threatening factors. It is being
undertaken by Dr Perry Beasley-Hall of Adelaide
University. Other funding is being sought. KCF will
support the project for three years.

Conclusions
Access to caving areas has been problematic this year
due to travel restrictions imposed due to the COVID-19
virus pandemic.
Expenditure exceeded income this year and more fundraising activities will need to be undertaken.
The ASF Executive and KCF Directors are actively
working on the requirements for registering the ASF
and KCF with the Charities and Not-for-Profits
Commission. The KCF Directors have been very
responsive when assessing and approving Fund
projects and expenditure.

Conservation Commissions
National

Convenor: Clare Buswell
The year has been dominated by numerous post
bushfire re-development plans for karst areas across
most of the country. These have required significant
comment through formal submissions from ASF. The
issues and areas that have been involved are:



Draft Management plans for the parks of western
and central Kangaroo Island



Plans to redevelop the Blue Lake at Jenolan



A response to the review into the SA Aboriginal
Heritage Act



Mountain bike track proposal that was to run from
Talbingo to Yarrangobilly Caves



Comments on the problems of asbestos in Dip
Cave at Wee Jasper which is ongoing



A redevelopment scheme for the Yarrangobilly
Show caves precinct



Redevelopment plans for the Wombeyan show
caves precinct



Feral horse protection in the Kosciuszko National
Park

None of this is surprising given the bushfire damage to
karst during the 2020 bushfires.
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However, in association with most of these plans is a
concerted effort by State governments to privatize
infrastructure use and adventure activities within the
National Parks. In NSW this is proposed via Special
Activation Plans and in SA, in relation to Kangaroo
Island, via a ‘Reimagining KI’ post-bushfire
redevelopment process emphasising tourism. This
privatization push is concerning in that, at least at
Yarrangobilly, the idea has been put forward to
introduce adventure caving passports for those that
pay for exciting, adventure-filled experiences in the
wild caves. Members of the ASF should be very
concerned at such proposals.
Some successes
The Commission, in conjunction with ACKMA, the
Kosciuszko Parks Association and the Burngle Local
Aboriginal Land Council (LALC) concerned about the
mountain bike track proposal, were successful in
removing from the plans a mountain bike track over
the karst, from the Ravine to the Yarrangobilly show
caves area. It appears that funding has not been made
available for the entire development. This is, however,
a watch this space issue.
The vexed problem of feral horse protection trumping
the protection of listed vulnerable species, northern
and southern corrobboree frogs for example, in the
Kosciuszko National Park flared up again with the
release of the latest Feral Horse Management Plan for
public comment in October. Again, the speleological
community, working with others such as Kosciuszko
Parks Association were successful at least in getting
into the finalised plan the removal of feral horses from
the karst and its catchments in the Rules Point and
Yarrangobilly areas.
Some not so successful
However, the Limestone Ck area that borders onto the
Victorian Alps National Park is slated for the retention
of feral horses. We will need to watch this space, and
perhaps think of a way where legally we can challenge
the concept that a NSW Act of parliament can trump
Federal bio-diversity law, let alone the absurdity of a
feral species being given the protected right to destroy
the habitats of vulnerable species found nowhere else
on earth.
Most surprisingly, Mt Etna and mining once again come
on the scene with a major proposal to continue
expanding the mining of road gravel on the land
around Mt Etna on all but its eastern side. A
submission concerning the expansion was made,

Photo Alan Pryke

emphasising the need for rehabilitation of mined land
as the quarry expanded and closed sections of its
operation. Again, we watch this space, and I thank
those associated with the long battle over Mt Etna for
their input and help in formulating the ASF response.
On the horizon
There are mounting issues in relation to the Nullarbor;
the new WA Aboriginal Heritage Act and proposed
Green Energy production. The new Act was introduced
into the WA parliament in November and may well be
passed by the end of 2021. The Bill has introduced a
three-tiered system which deals with increasing levels
of disturbance of Aboriginal heritage sites: from the
least disturbance e.g., walking on existing tracks to the
most destructive: mining. Given that the proposed
Green Energy plan will involve Aboriginal heritage sites,
it is beholden on ASF members to become cognisant of
the effects of this Act and its relationship to both the
WA and Federal Environment Acts in developing any
response of strategic campaign plans.
The Green Energy proposal is currently not financed,
and does not affect the pastoral leases of: Madura,
Moonera, Arubiddy, or Mundrabilla Stations. Road
access will be the exception of course. However,
exclusive Native title applies over the entirety of the
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area under question for the GE proposal. Non-exclusive
native title agreements exist between the Mirning
people and owners of Mundrabilla, Madura, and for a
section of Arubiddy station. Any campaign plans by ASF
members and the Commission must involve discussions
with all land holders if a resolution to protect the caves
and karst of the Nullarbor are to be reached.
Many thanks are due
I have to thank the tireless Nick White, for much sage
advice. My thanks to Cathi Humphrey-Hood for all the

ASF library material she has sent in my direction, Bob
Kershaw for all the maps he has put together at short
notice, Keir Vaughan-Taylor and members of the Mt
Etna campaign group, Ian Eddison, Dave Gillieson, from
ACKMA, the John Brush Yarrangobilly brains trust,
Lachlan Bailey and the NSW Speleological Council for
inviting me to Zoom into one of its meetings to discuss
Dip Cave plans. Without all your input the Commission
would not have been able to do its work. I look forward
to working with you all in the coming year as keeping
track of conservation issues is everyone’s business.

Karstcare

Coordinator: David Wools-Cobb
In the last six months we’ve been concentrating on a
major project for Genghis Khan Cave, string-lining a
route to allow cavers to tour the cave, cleaning this
route, and installing two boot wash stations and some
matting. This facilitates cavers seeing most of the cave,
but hopefully no longer tracking mud all over the place.
Water in the form of a 500 litre bladder was placed just
outside the cave by the Parks service’s fire crew, but

unfortunately that has not been enough, so we’re
hoping to complete the project after the summer fire
season. We’ve also removed two carbide dumps in
Genghis and cleaned Pitches 1 & 2 in Kubla Khan Cave
(which have never been cleaned before).
The total voluntary time provided in the past 6 months:
162 hours.

Photo Rafid Morshedi
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Speleological Council Reports
Speleological Council of Western Australia
Representative: Weidi Koh

The Speleological council of WA met once formally in
Jan 2021. The main point of discussion was on data
sharing, protection and storage. There is also a
renewed focus on collection and archiving of data to
include physical data such as maps and scientific
recordings that may have been lost mostly due to not
being passed on by senior members or clubs no longer
active.
Security of data was emphasised and clubs are aware
of potential damage to caves if data was made
available in an uncontrolled format to non-caving

communities. A plan that has been suggested by
SCOWA is to move all digital data to commercial grade
databases and seek to draft new sharing agreements
for trip leaders or members who request use of data.
Informally there has also been more collaboration
among clubs especially in the efforts of cave rescue
training and exercises, with clubs contributing both
time and money to various exercises held throughout
the year. ACRC also kindly provided a rescue stretcher,
satellite phone and defibrillator in WA for local use
which members have taken advantage of.

South Australian Speleological Council
Representative: Matt Smith

Members of the SA Speleological Council have been
pretty active in 2021, with caving being a much more
accessible activity compared to the Covid-limited 2020.
The main focus of work for the council has been
supporting two major projects – the upcoming ASF
Conference and a karst conservation project on
Kangaroo Island.
Planning for the 2022 Conference was steady through
2021 though the organising committee, with the
support of the ASF, elected to postpone the conference
until 2023. This decision was made due to uncertainty
around what the limitations for travel will be in 2022,
combined with a strong desire to ensure those from all
over Australia (and hopefully the world) can take part.
In 2020, bushfires ravaged Kangaroo Island. This
resulted in a large amount of infrastructure and
documentation loss within the Kelly Hill Conservation
Park, however presented a unique opportunity to resurvey the area which is typically covered in near
impenetrable scrub.
Members of SASC clubs visited the island numerous
times in 2021 and have added hundreds of new

features to the karst record. The plan is to redocument the known caves in the area, survey and
record the new, and work with National Parks to
highlight the importance of these caves. This work will
continue over the next few years with thanks to grant
money from the Karst Conservation Fund and the
‘Friends of’ organisation.
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Commission Reports
Australian Cave Rescue

Convenor: Brian Evans

Another strange year due to Covid. Less caving and
travel for caving was achieved, but we still managed
some big-ticket items. Our “How to avoid rescue”
messages seem to be mostly successful. NSW did have
one rescue, but the Police were able to extract the
casualty effectively much earlier than a team of cave
rescuers could attend. One NSW CRS member was able
to assist in time. It should be noted that this was the
“right” outcome for cave rescuers – the caver was
extracted safely and effectively and much more quickly
than if he’d had to wait for a full team of NSW CRS
members. If they’d been further into difficult cave our
participation would have made a big difference, but in
this case the incident site was well within the
competencies of NSW Police Rescue who can respond
much more quickly.
Promotional Video
The video ‘Why call cave rescue?’ is now available
online
at:
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?
v=333998161557555. If you’ve not taken 6 minutes to
look, it’s well worth it – full of lines you can use in
conversation about why cavers should rescue people in
caves!
A huge thank you to Alan Green of SUSS for directing,
filming and producing. The performers were NSW CRS,
and thanks to them, but the message applies in every
state and region.
Cave Rescue Workshop, Ningaloo, August
This exercise and workshop was very successful, even
with Covid constraints. Thirty people attended, but
only two from outside WA. Another 15 or so managed
to Zoom in, including many presenters. A successful
rescue exercise was completed on the Saturday
including a five-pitch lift from a cave with long and
rather difficult access.
The WA cave rescuers, including many who also work
in other emergency services, left inspired to create a
coordinated state-based rescue team, and with much
more skill and knowledge.
A huge thank you to Ian Collette, Daniel Lansom,
Darren Brooks, and all of the presenters for making the
workshop happen.

Photo Simon Murphy

Cave Rescue Practice
All states ran some level of Cave Rescue practice this
year, with big exercises in Tasmania, South Australia
and Western Australia. As might be expected, the
Victorians found it particularly hard, but still managed
some training.
How to avoid rescue
The first of a series of articles in Caves Australia has
appeared and stimulated response and discussion.
More articles will follow, and the ASF conference will
include similar themes as well as a rescue exercise and
at least half a day of self-rescue sessions.
Grant Requests
The Commission provided $4000 in accommodation
subsidies for ASF members participating in the
workshop at Ningaloo, and another $100 or so
freighting resources for it.
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Awards

Convenor: Miles Pierce
Notices inviting nominations for ASF Awards to be
conferred at the 32nd ASF Conference, along with
information on the awards themselves, have been
included in successive issues of eSpeleo Bulletins from
the beginning of 2020 through to August 2021. The
latter issue highlighted in red text that up until then no
nominations had been received and further exhorted
clubs and individuals to think about those known to
them who have made significant contributions to
caving and speleology and to nominate them for an
ASF Award. This action, supported I believe by actions
of some members of the ASF Executive and Council in
their respective clubs and societies, pleasing resulted in
a couple of nominations being received.

Following advice from the Executive that, in view of the
second deferral of the 32nd Conference, consideration
was being given to the possibility of conferring some
Awards in early 2022, the invitation for Award
nominations in the November 2021 issue of eSpeleo
(No. 4) was altered to reflect this. As such, the closing
date for nominations for potential Award conferring in
early 2022 was set at 31 December 2021. The closing
date for Awards to be conferred concurrent with the
second time deferred 32nd ASF Conference was moved
to 31 December 2022.
At the time of writing, nominations have been received
for four individuals. Several other nominations are
believed to be in progress.

Cave and Karst Numbering
Convenor: Peter Dykes

It has been another year of Covid and lockdowns which
has really dampened any sort of social contact and/or
caving activity. While I didn’t do much caving I did
manage to do a couple of things last year, namely:
I spent a lot of time sorting out the NSW CKNC library,
scanning various items and putting the digital images
into the Library section of OzKarst.
I am grateful to Cathy Brown who arranged the
purchase at a discount rate of the 48 Northern
Territory 1:100,000 maps required to finally set about
working on a definitive set of Karst Cave Areas for the
NT. Graham Pilkington and I expect to be able to
provide a draft document by mid-year for the ASF
Executive and interested clubs to evaluate.
I am also grateful for the assistance of Cathy Brown
who came up for a weekend to deliver the NT map to
me and stayed to help me sort out a lot of paperwork,
duplicate publications and generally tidy up the Speleo
Archive.
I would also like to thank Joe Sydney who donated 2
filing cabinets containing maps, club publications and
other caving items of historical significance. Joe has

Photo Rafid Morshedi

also sourced and donated to the committee 2 extra
Vertiplan map filing cabinets which will come in very
handy.
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Grants

Convenor: Ric Tunney
There has been little Grants activity during the year.
Covid restrictions have limited cavers’ activities.
In September, FUSSI asked for a Promotional Grant for
printed mugs. The application was rejected as the
Commission felt this was not the intended purpose of
Promotional Grants.
In December, STC asked for $218.12 to replace
concrete screws with glue-in bolts in Ice Tube, Junee
Florentine Karst, Tasmania. The application was
rejected as the work had already been done. This fault
had been caused by incorrect advice from me, so I
donated the amount to STC.

In February, Peter Buzzacot advised his paper
concerning water isotope measurements from the
Nullarbor had been published. The work had been
subject to an ASF Grant in 2012. He promised to write
an article for Caves Australia.
In March, Bob Kershaw arranged a flyer to advertise
Grants.
Since August, with increased caving activity as Covid
restrictions eased, there have been several Grant
applications. These are to be reported next year.

Helictite

Convenor: Susan White
Although no issue of Helictite was able to be published
in 2020, the editorial team is to be congratulated on
being able to produce Volume 46 this year, despite the
annoying on-going disruption of everyone’s activities.
Volume 46 has 3 articles: Tiah Bampton (University of
Adelaide), Palaeo-environmental proxies used to
reconstruct the Quaternary of Australia: a case study
from Naracoorte Caves, South Australia; Kevin Kiernan,
Some impacts of war on karst environments and caves,
and Sarah McNab (University of Tasmania)
Investigation into the geoconservation significance of
the Lost World boulder caves, Mt Arthur, Tasmania. As
well there is a book review of the new second edition
of Dave Gillieson’s Caves: Processes, Development and
Management. Phillip Lardner and Martin Holberton
provided an obituary of the Kempsey SS long term
member, Dr Philip Holberton. This volume is a
fascinating read and the editorial team is to be
congratulated in producing it. Volume 46 is available
via the ASF website.
Nevertheless the issue of material for the future
editions is still very real. Cavers must be very poor of
hearing as the many calls for suitable papers seem to
fall on deaf ears. This is not a new problem and has
plagued Helictite regularly over the decades. Please
can we have some more material suitable for
publication.

However, there are still substantial numbers of hard
copies of some issues; there may be one complete set
of the printed volumes. These are currently in my
storage locker which is fine for the time being but we
need to try and dispose of them. We downsized the
number kept a few years ago but the pandemic has
curtailed dealing with the remainder. Anyone who is
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interested in particular issues please contact me
directly.
During lockdown I have continued to sort out the
Helictite archive material and have a pile that can go to
the ASF Archives. I have only kept material that is
significant documentation of various matters e.g. the
documentation of the acquisition by ASF from the SRC,
but it needs to go to the Archives rather than in a box
in Melbourne. This can hopefully be done in 2022.
EBSCO Information Services, headquartered in the USA
provides products and services to libraries of very
many types around the world. EBSCO contacted
Helictite and we have renewed Helictite’s listing with
this very useful database which will provide greater
exposure.
Open Access to Helictite is proving very satisfactory. I
have approved a couple of requests for permission to
use figures. These are normally granted as long as

acknowledgment is given, unless there are obvious
reasons for concern regarding use of the material.
Although we are no longer accepting subscriptions, and
the costs of publishing are not zero, they are within
ASF’s ability to cover. The old CBA bank account has
now been closed, money transferred to the main ASF
account, and all financial transactions go through the
main ASF account. Thank you to Bob Kershaw for his
work in this area.
Glenn Baddeley has continued to manage the website,
including online publication of abstracts, papers and
issues. Requests for copies of papers are referred to
the website.
Finally, I would like to thank the Chief editor, Greg
Middleton for his ongoing work in promoting Helictite
and his assistant editors, Tim Moulds and Kevin
Kiernan. Also, I thank the other members of the
Commission Glenn Baddeley and Grace Matts.

Library and Archives

Convenor: Cathi Humphry-Hood
New Catalogue
Mike Lake changed the catalogue name (the Koha
'instance') from 'libtest2' to 'opac' ( which stands for
'Open Public Access Catalogue'), and the catalogue
now resides in its permanent home of
'opac.caves.org.au'. This has been linked to the library
website at http://asflib.net. Mike has been pivotal to
getting the library software working and ironing out the
inevitable bugs in the software, and none of this would
be operational without him.
A number of login options for the ASF-only digital
resources have been tried without success, but Rod
Smith has looked into the AWS system and has now
come up with a plan for coding a solution that should
work. In the meantime, I am providing direct login
credentials to genuine researchers who need to access
the AWS restricted bucket (st2).
Rod OBrien (as SUSS Librarian) raised the issue of
storing SUSS archive material on the AWS library
servers and asked how SUSS would pay for it. As
Amazon Australia has just been set up (Nov 2021), I
contacted AWS with regard to changing our billing
from credit card to invoicing. Amazon considered our
case – we did not meet their cost threshold for
invoicing – but they have now allowed the ASF to start
paying monthly by invoice. This may be an option for

other clubs who would like to store their digital
holdings alongside the ASF Library and contribute to
the (at this stage very minor) digital storage costs.
Rod OBrien has now indexed almost all of the defunct
ASF clubs across Australia, making the task of
cataloguing their old journals so much faster. He has
scanned the bulk of the memorabilia left in the boxes
after sorting out what had already been done by Peter
Dykes and Graham Pilkington, and he has mostly
finished sorting, scanning and tracking down the old
SRC and SUSS slides. These have all been mammoth
tasks and in addition to this he has provided invaluable
help and advice in almost every way.
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Dirk Stoffels has been scanning the Joe Jennings slide
set for CSS – another mammoth task – and he very
kindly contributed these to the ASF Library and has
uploaded what he has done so far to the Library media
folder on AWS. The already uploaded media files have
been very helpful in tracking down some references as
Dirk has done an excellent job of indexing them.
The ASF Library has been collecting digital copies of
submissions to the recent Plans of Management and
Development Proposals for Mt Etna, the Kosciusko
Mountain Bike track, and the Yarrangobilly precinct,
and will catalogue them as soon as time permits. If
other clubs and individuals would like to supply
submissions they may have made to various
government/agency proposals, we would appreciate it.
Research activities:




Garry Smith has been provided with a research
login to the AWS St2 server as he has been
researching a number of topics as well as writing a
submission to the Kosciuszko Wild Horse
Management Plan.
Beth Little made several requests for information
for the MSS Abercrombie Cave book and we were
able to fill almost all of them.

Mount Arthur-Takaka Hill expedition in conjunction
with NZSS of December 1976 – January 1977". We will
preference items with a documented story, as this is
part of the preservation of the history of caving. These
will be catalogued and when time permits will be 3D
scanned and available to examine online.
Cost for the AWS storage (we now have 242GB of data
uploaded):
Month

Date Billed

AUD

USD

Aug 21

5/08/2021

$14.89

$10.59

Sept 21

6/09/2021

$15.68

$11.19

Oct-21

5/10/2021

$15.68

$10.94

Nov-21

5/11/2021

$15.36

$11.06

Dec-21

3/12/2021

$14.33

$10.08

We will not be finished cataloguing by the time the
lease for the physical storage at North Wyong comes
up for renewal in mid-2022 and it is highly unlikely we
will have any grant money by that time – we would
appreciate it if the lease is able to be renewed for a
further year.

Information received:






Emily Holt sent us information about the Fire Gift
Cave in QLD and Richard Ladyinski's exploration of
it.
Mike Bourke sent information about the history of
UQSS – as we are indexing the QLD clubs this was
much appreciated.
Greg Middleton has duplicate copies of material
that Southern Tasmanian Caverneers were holding
and will give a number of copies to the ASF so that
we can fill any gaps we have and then consolidate
our own duplicates. Greg will bring this material to
the Library toward the end of January 2022.

As the Elery Hamilton-Smith collection included some
'memorabilia' items (such as badges), and as some
clubs appear to be looking to 'get rid of' old equipment
– and based around Rod OBrien's deep interest in and
appreciation of everything connected to caving history
– we are taking museum items when they become
available. For example, Peter Downes has donated a
whaletail "cast in 1976 in time for the Mount Owen-

Planned for the coming year


Fix the ASF member login issue!!



Continue adding bibliographic records and items
to the database so that people can find what they
need, focusing on the remaining club journals.



Contact the National Library of Australia – now
that the ASF Catalogue has a stable URL – and
work with them to connect our library to the
National Catalogue/Trove.



Negotiate with some of the larger overseas
organisations (NSS, BCRA, Bristol) for a digital
exchange and scans of their extensive material
where we can't find it freely available



Literature survey of new caving publications in the
last several years with a view to purchasing new
material, in e-book form if possible. This may
mean negotiating deals with e-book suppliers and
will likely cost us money.



Apply for grant money
cataloguing/storage costs

to

assist

with
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Media

Convenor: Corey Hanrahan
This year marked the International Year of Caves and
Karst 2021 (IYCK2021). To open ASF’s involvement in
this celebration, on the 6 th of March the Media
Commission ran a virtual screening of the fabulous
film, Adapted to the Dark. Directed by Sil Iannello, the
film focuses on the enigmatic Australian cave cricket.
Please note that due to Covid-19 disruptions, IYCK2021
has been extended into 2022.
In other news, several ASF members participated in
media training this year. Run by Kelly Brennan from Air
Moves, the two sessions covered positive publicity, and

crisis management. The training provided useful advice
on engaging with the media in a positive way. Kelly also
helped create the ASF Media Manual, a resource that
can be accessed from the ASF website.
This year has also seen an increase in engagement on
the Australian Speleological Federation Facebook
group, thanks to excellent work by Sil Iannello. The
Media Commission has also started work on a review
of the ASF website. If you have any feedback or
suggestions on how the website could be improved,
please contact the Commission.

Membership

Secretary: Colin Tyrrell
Membership has risen this year; after a slow start
mainly due to no O-week and no new university
students during the pandemic.
ASF has 24 corporate members (clubs), and in total has
1053 financial members (includes Associates such as
ACKMA).
Membership Database
Its primary use is for ASF to record members. The email
lists operating through the membership database are
used for all official ASF correspondence. As such it acts
as a vehicle for communications (to club contacts (asfadmins), to individuals (all-comms).
The Membership database is also used for sending the
eSpeleo newsletter to those who have their email
address recorded. It is also the distribution list of
Caves Australia, which comes as part of ASF
membership. With the electronic version of Caves
Australia it is important that the email address is
current. Many people attribute non-receipt of ASF
emails to the database. If you do not receive eSpeleo
or the electronic Caves Australia advice please check
that your email address is correct, then check your junk

mail. It is also known that many Hotmail and Yahoo7
addresses are captured by spam-blocking filters.
A secondary use of the database is to validate if a
person is an ASF member and covered by insurance.
Parks Tasmania and WA Govt are the only known nonclub users of this facility.
Several clubs use the facility to confirm whether a
visiting member is actually a financial member of a
club, particularly if you are visiting Tasmania to go
caving (a dream this year).
The main issue to arise this year continues to be that
some clubs have been slow in updating their member
records and keeping member details current. The
Treasurer continues to have trouble confirming
whether the numbers on the system equate to the
numbers being reported and paid for by clubs.
Clubs should update membership data as members pay
their fees. It should be noted that it is not the
responsibility of either the ASF Treasurer or the
Membership Secretary to update members on the
database for clubs. If, as a club, you are experiencing
problems updating members please ask for help from
the Membership Secretary.
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Publications

Convenor: Alan Jackson
Nothing startling to report from the Publications
Commission in 2021. Life/work has been somewhat on
the hectic side and the various proposed changes to
Caves Australia and eSpeleo format and distribution
have suffered as a result. The idea I'd like to get off the
ground for CA is an online version where individual
articles can be uploaded as and when they are
submitted (rather than holding them over for 3 months
or more waiting for a quarterly copy to arrive) and then
do an annual (or biannual) compilation of everything
published online as a formal (able to be referenced)
record. Hopefully 2022 will provide a few spare hours
to progress this concept; worst case scenario I'll try my
best to continue the regular production of the status
quo.
Caves Australia will transition to a user-pays system for
hard copies from the March 2022 issue – refer to the
December 2021 issue for details. The number of hard
copy subscribers has reduced significantly over the last
few years and the full-colour pdf version is a much
prettier thing to look at than the drab, mostly black and

white hard copy. Save yourself some money and move
over to the 21st Century, is my advice.
Ian continues plugging away with eSpeleo. Thanks, Ian.
eSpeleo is also due for a facelift when time and
enthusiasm combine.
Thanks very much to contributors to CA and eSpeleo.
There'd be nothing to read without you.
Cath and Bob keep the book sales system operating
with little to no effective supervision (perfect!). Thanks
C & B.
Susan continues to provide good advice and assistance
when items outside my field of experience crop up and
I thank her for that.

Safety, Leadership and Risk Management
Convenor: Rafid Morshedi

It's been an unfortunate year for caving in Australia
with lockdowns in several states reducing the number
of trips running. The plus side to this is there have been
few incidents reported to the ASF. A total of 11
incidents were reported to the ASF this year;
anonymized details will be published in Caves Australia
in 2022. However, key items of note were:






Small falls on unprotected climbs. These are likely
one of the most common forms of cave injuries
but are underreported. Please send through
incident reports so we can collate statistics on
this.
There was an anchor failure in which the block of
rock holding the bolt fractured along a line of
weakness. There was a similar anchor failure in
Tasmania a few years ago. Something to consider
for anyone installing bolts.
Whilst such failures are rare, the consequences
are high. Cavers should be aware of these anchor
failure modes.

This was my first year as SLARM commissioner and I'm
still settling into the role. However, some initial items
we've crossed off the list include:


There is now a centralised repository of all
incoming incident reports.



Several ASF guidelines have been updated.



An informal library of techniques and safety tips
have been collated.



An electronic form and database for reporting
incidents has been set up but hasn't been pushed
into production yet.

Plans for 2022


Deploy the electronic incident reporting system.



Regular posts describing common caving risks and
mitigations.



Collation of historic caving safety incidents.



Collaboration and collation of caving safety
incidents internationally.
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We have learnt a lot from the cavers before us in how
to cave faster, safer, and in a more comfortable
manner. Please help disseminate this knowledge by

sharing your incident reports so we can all become
safer cavers.

Photo Alan Pryke
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Special Interest Groups
ASF Cave Diving Group
Rod Obrien

With the CDG website now up and running, several
new trip reports have been included. Also added was a
LINKS column. ASF clubs were asked to include links to
the CDG website in their websites and I have been
adding theirs to the CDG website. Other clubs that
included links were the CDAA and ACE.
I have signed up three new CDG members this year.
I was contacted by Matt Pridham, the new NSW CDAA
Representative, who invited me to the NSW CDAA
meeting/training weekend at Jervis Bay in February
2021.
Correspondence was exchanged with Ian Lewis re: the
ASF Conference next year, about which caves CDG
members would like to dive during the Ceduna
Conference field trips to the Nullarbor. I sent a group
email out and so far, we have 10 divers attending. The
caves agreed upon are Warbla, Pannikin Plain, Olwolgin
and Burnabbie. Ian Lewis is working on the permits.
I have also finished writing the cave diving chapter for
the Springer Australian Caves book. I have done a final
text edit with Sue White and John Webb and finalized
the chapter photos with Garry Smith.
June 2021: Correspondence with Tim Muscat re: ACE
joining the ASF as a Corporate Club. Multiple phone
calls with the CDAA Exec on this matter. In August the
ASF Executive decided that ACE’s membership
application would not be proceeded with.
July 2021: On-going correspondence re ASF Ceduna
post-Conference dive trips.

Photo Keir Vaughan-Taylor

August 2021: Contacted by Cameron Bennett from NZ
Network Co. Cameron is looking at doing some filming
for the Japanese broadcaster NHK, who are looking at
doing a Natural History TV Documentary series.
Cameron found some interesting information about
Cook Islands cave diving on the ASF-CDG web site and
is looking at putting together an expedition in 2022. I
have responded and also put him in contact with a
New Zealand ASF-CDG member who had organised the
Cook Islands expedition I was on in 2017.
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Judbarra-Gregory Karst SIG

Mark Sefton

After a two-week postponement due to a Covid
outbreak in the Northern Territory, the annual
expedition to the Judbarra-Gregory National Park took
place in the latter half of July. For the second year
running, a majority of would-be participants were
forced to withdraw due to border closures and only
seven members – four from South Australia and three
from NSW who were already in Queensland or the
Northern Territory – were able to participate.
Most activities were focused on the Dingo Cave System
plus a new cave several kilometres north of Dingo. As

the main drivers of the Dingo survey were still on the
road in October and unlikely to return in the near
future to a life of lockdown in Sydney, it will be several
months before details of that work will be available.
The surveyed length of the Dingo System is likely to be
somewhere between 60-70km.
A significant amount of resurveying in the Bullita
System fixed up many problems and omissions on the
original map and added around 1.4km of new survey to
the system which now has a surveyed length of
126.3km.

Photo Kevin Moore
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Committee Reports
Information Technology Systems
ASF System Administrator: Mike Lake

The following is a brief report on the ASF Information
Technology systems that assist the ASF and ASF Clubs
in their operation.
Hosted ASF and club websites
The following are the clubs or state-based groups that
have sites hosted on the ASF servers. It's really good to
see what great sites these clubs have created.
https://bmsc.caves.org.au
Blue Mountains Speleo Club
https://cdg.caves.org.au
CDG Special Interest Group
https://css.caves.org.au
https://www.canberraspeleos.org.au
Canberra Speleological Society
https://fussi.caves.org.au
Flinders University Speleological Society Inc.
https://iss.caves.org.au
Illawarra Speleological Society
https://nucc.caves.org.au
National University Caving Club
https://oss.caves.org.au
Orange Speleological Society
https://rss.caves.org.au
Rover Speleo Society
https://suss.caves.org.au
Sydney University Speleological Society
https://nswsc.caves.org.au
NSW Speleological Council
The following are ASF sites:
https://exec.caves.org.au
ASF Executive
https://opac.caves.org.au
The ASF library site
https://cavesaustralia.caves.org.au
Caves Australia
https://helictite.caves.org.au
Helictite

https://kid.caves.org.au/kid
Karst Index Database
https://membership.caves.org.au
Membership database
https://speleo-lidarium.caves.org.au
Site on newer cave surveying technologies
The websites above all use "https" so are "secure"
websites. The security certificates for these are
renewed by the administrator every 3 months.
Membership Database
The
membership
database
located
at
https://membership.caves.org.au allows participating
clubs to maintain their membership lists, calculate ASF
capitation fees, allows members to choose the
electronic version only of Australian Caver and allows
clubs to email their members. It is an essential service
for the ASF and the clubs that use it. The service is run
and maintained by David Connard and Mike Lake.
Email Services
The only email services that the ASF servers provide is
the Membership Database email system that allows
clubs to email all of their members.
The Karst Index Database
The KID at https://kid.caves.org.au/kid has no recent
updating activity but it is used regularly by users
searching for cave information. In August 2021 the
server was updated to the latest Debian operating
system version 11. This is supported for the next 5
years. The documentation for the KID for users and
administrators has been substantially updated and is
available at https://kid.caves.org.au/updaters/. The
web-based KID has now been running since 2003. It has
been updated and maintained across software and
operating system changes for 18 years, which is quite
remarkable.
The ASF and Club Libraries OPAC
The ASF Librarian, Cathi Humphrey-Hood, and Mike
Lake have been setting up an Open Public Access
Catalogue (OPAC) for the ASF's library and for the MSS
library. This OPAC will catalogue all the holdings of
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those libraries, and eventually other club libraries
where the club requests this service. The final
production website is now available for use at
https://opac.caves.org.au
This is a professional library system using the open
source Koha Library software (see https://kohacommunity.org). Koha provides an OPAC and also
acquisition, lending and serials management. This
OPAC will eventually be searchable by all libraries
worldwide.
This service is run and maintained by Cathi HumphreyHood and Mike Lake.
The ASF Servers
The above sites and services are hosted on virtual
servers provided by US server hosting company Linode

(https://www.linode.com). There are four servers; one
hosts all the club web sites, and the other three each
host a major application; the KID, the Membership
Database, and the ASF Libraries OPAC. Separation of
the websites and the major applications on separate
servers ensures independent software updates,
backups, and improves reliability and responsiveness.
All production websites use secure https.
Operating system updates to patch any security issues
are done at least weekly. Backups of the four
production servers are done nightly and sent to
another server owned by an entirely separate
company, Rsync.net (https://www.rsync.net).
The servers and backups are managed by Mike Lake
and David Connard.

Social Media
Sil Iannello

It’s been almost three years since the launch of ASF’s
Facebook Page and Group. The active ASF Facebook
social network has attracted lots of new members this
year, including cavers and non-cavers in Australia and
globally.
This year we had three new group administrators come
on board to support the existing team. Thank you
Lachlan Bailey, John Oxley, and Gabriel Kinzler for all
your support in keeping ASF’s social media moving
along this year.
The ASF developed its Facebook page to keep followers
up to date with official announcements, ASF news, and
information regarding ASF clubs. The ASF website also
has a Facebook link on the bottom left-hand corner of
the site, which is great for newcomers to join ASF on
Facebook.
The ASF Facebook Group allows people to join as
members, post their thoughts, and interact through
discussion threads. The purpose of the group is to

provide a forum for all things related to caving
including upcoming events and trips, cave news,
science reports, photos and videos, gear reviews, and
even cave politics. It is intended as a way for us all to
connect, communicate, and share experiences and
information across the country.
Facebook Statistics
Since launching in April 2019 the ASF Facebook group
has attracted 456 members, an increase of 148 since
December 2020. The page has 457 followers, most of
whom are interested in keeping informed about cave
information within Australia and discovering how they
can actively get involved with a state club.
States where Facebook members are tuning in from
are Victoria (92), NSW (125), SA (42), Tasmania (37),
WA (37), ACT (21), QLD (31) International members
(24); United States, New Zealand, Netherlands, Canada,
Switzerland, Norway, Italy, Mexico, Brazil, Argentina,
Sweden, Vietnam, United Kingdom, and Ireland.
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Appendix 1 – ASF Members Contact List 2021
ASF is incorporated in the ACT
PO Box 388 BROADWAY NSW 2007
More information on club websites and email contacts can be sourced at:
https://www.caves.org.au/caves-and-clubs/state-clubs

Corporate Members
Australian Capital Territory
Canberra Speleological Society Inc.
PO Box 156
Curtin ACT 2605

New South Wales
Blue Mountains Speleological Club
PO Box 551
Hazelbrook NSW 2779

National University Caving Club
c/o ANU Sport and Recreation Association
ANU Building 19 North Road
Acton ACT 0200

Metropolitan Speleological Society
PO Box 178
Thornleigh NSW 2120

Central West Caving Group
605 Jaunter Rd
Jaunter NSW 2787

Newcastle and Hunter Valley Speleological
Society Inc.
PO Box 15
Broadmeadow NSW 2292

Highland Caving Group
PO Box 54
Georges Hall NSW 2194

Orange Speleological Society
C/- 285 Orchard Road
Spring Terrace NSW 2798

Hills Speleology Club Ltd.
3 Heights Place
Hornsby Heights NSW 2077

Rover Speleological Society of NSW
c/o 22/102 Crimea Road
Marsfield NSW 2122

Illawarra Speleological Society Inc.
PO Box 94
Unanderra NSW 2526

Sydney University Speleological Society
A23 Manning House, Level 1, Manning Road,
Camperdown, NSW 2050

Kempsey Speleological Society
PO Box 31
Kempsey NSW 2440
Queensland
Chillagoe Caving Club Inc.
PO Box 92
Cairns Qld 4870
South Australia
Cave Exploration Group South Australia Inc.
PO Box 144
Rundle Mall SA 5000

Flinders University Speleological Society Inc.
Alan Mitchell Sports Centre
Flinders One Flinders University
GPO Box 2100 Adelaide SA 5001

Tasmania
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Mole Creek Caving Club Inc.
PO Box 209
Mole Creek TAS 7304

Southern Tasmanian Caverneers Inc.
PO Box 416
Sandy Bay TAS 7006

Northern Caverneers Inc.
PO Box 315
Launceston TAS 7250

Victoria
Victorian Speleological Association Inc.
GPO Box 5425CC
Melbourne Vic 3001

Western Australia
Cavers Leeuwin Inc.
PO Box 1192
Margaret River WA 6285

Western Australian Speleological Group Inc.
PO Box 67
Nedlands WA 6909

Speleological Research Group of Western Australia
PO Box 1611
East Victoria Park WA 6981

Provisional Members
Associates
Landforms and Rehabilitation Team
(NSW NP&WS, OEH)
PO Box 2267
Bathurst NSW 2795

Wellington Caves
Caves Rd
Wellington NSW 2820

NSW Cave Rescue Squad
PO Box 66
Westmead NSW 2145

ASF Special Interest Groups

Karst Conservancies

ASF Cave Diving Group

Karstcare (Mole Creek)

ASF Judbarra-Gregory Karst Research Group
PO Box 144,
Rundle Mall, SA 5000
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Appendix 2 – Financial Statements
Statement Of Operations
not including the Karst Fund

2020/21

2019/20

Income

$

$

Conference and Meeting Income

0

800

Donations, Legacies and Bequest

57

12

1 235

2 554

49 381

35 101

1086

903

165

94

51 924

39 464

Auditors Remuneration

1534

1460

Administration Charges

0

597

Bank and PayPal Charges

0

11

Conference and Meeting Expenses

0

1741

Interest Received
Membership Fees @ includes late 2019/20 fees
Publication Sales + advertising
Sundry Income
Total Income (not including $5 000 repayment from Rimstone)

Expenses

Consultant fees
Depreciation
Executive Expenses
Grant Expenses + legacy grants expenses
Honorariums
Insurance
Library and Archives
Legal costs – Access Canberra fees
Licences and Registrations

412
2 122

2 685

0

1215

1 692

4 112

0

900

10 170

11 318

1 704

6 121

44
491

424

2 400

0

0

214

136

833

7

1 059

12 149

10 371

1 497

0

135

165

Website and Helictite Software Expenses + Zoom

4 104

3 091

Workshop Expenses – Rescue Exmouth

4 385

3 985

42 982

51 275

8 942

-11 811

Media Commission and Manual
Minor Capital Purchases
Postage + redirection of mail during COVID
Printing and Stationery
Publications – Caves Australia
Subscriptions – UIS
Telephone – sat phone rental

Total Expenses

Operating Surplus (Accrual Basis)
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Monies in Trust
NOTE that the ASF Balances include these monies that we hold in trust:


$659.97

in the Stephen Blanden Legacy



$5 687.00

in the Lloyd Robinson Legacy



$442.35

for the NSW Speleo Council; and



$3 358.73

in the Helictite accounts

Cash Balance of term deposits and cheque account for ASF
(not including the Karst Fund)

Aug 31, 2021

Aug 31 2020

3 358

3 710

442

439

ASF IMB Cheque A/C 2…687 (Cheque account for ASF general accounts)

43 724

31 622

Total ASF IMB Cheque A (Cheque account for ASF general accounts)

47 525

35 771

0

8

ASF TD IMB 200 …63 (ASF TD matures 30 November 2021)

42 242

41 898

ASF TD IMB 200 …64 (ASF TD matures 6 January 2022)

10 344

10 299

ASF TD IMB 200 …68 (ASF TD Matures 26th December 2021)

31 510

31 295

ASF TD IMB 200 …88 (ASF TD Matures 20 September 2022)

110 623

110 331

0

0

Total Chequing/Term Deposits

242 244

229 605

Total Current Assets

242 244

229 605

Other Assets Shades of Death Cave Loan 4 Rim

0

5 000

Total Other Assets

0

5 000

TOTAL ASF ASSETS

242 244

234 605

Helictite IMB Acc (Funds held in reserve for Helictite)
NSW Speleological Council Funds (Funds held in reserve by ASF for NSWSC)

ASF Helictite Commbank A/C (Helictite cheque book held in Melbourne)

ASF TD IMB 200 ...74 (Closed ASF TD 21 Jan 2020)



The balance in the table above shows that The ASF (not including KCF) has increased our assets by
$7 639 since the same time last year.
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ASF Karst Conservation Fund

see Auditors’ Report page 17
From the auditor:
The KCF account is “considered to be an allocation of resources rather than an income and expense statement. It
reconciles the movement in the Karst Funds for the year. As a camera was purchased, it has been capitalised on the
balance sheet and therefore not included in the statement of operations on page 16 (refer p13 Property, Plant and
Equipment – at Cost). But for completeness of reconciling the movement in the Karst bank accounts it has been
included on page 17.”
Receipts
 The KCF received $6 621 in donations,
 Interest from the various Term Deposits and accounts was $542.
Expenses
 $7 was service fees to Paypal for donations made through that method.
 $3 176 was granted for the Cave Animal of the Year project for 2021 and
 $2 146 so far for 2022 was spent in 2020/21
 Unfortunately, due to national parks restrictions on entry there has been little money expended on relief
projects from the money raised from the Bushfire appeal. But Kelly Hill expenses were $2 160 and other
bushfire rehab projects were $1 214
 Other projects totalled nearly $315
 $2 500 was given to Rimstone Coop
 Grants for Adelaide University linkage project was $15 400.
 University of Western Sydney received $2 750 (including GST) this financial year for White Nose Syndrome
(WNS) study.
This income and expenditure has presented the KCF with a deficit of $22 507 as at 31/8/2020.
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Appendix 3 – Auditors’ Report
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